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ABSTRACT

This paper examines the relationship between street centrality and land use intensity in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Street centrality is calibrated in terms of a node's closeness, betweenness and straightness on the road network. Land use intensity is measured by population (residential) and employment (business) densities in census tracts, respectively and combined. Two GIS-based methods are used to transform data sets of centrality (at network nodes) and densities (in census tracts) to one unit for correlation analysis. The kernel density estimation (KDE) converts both measures to raster pixels, and the floating catchment area (FCA) method computes average centrality values around census tracts. Results indicate that population and employment densities are highly correlated with street centrality values. Among the three centrality indices, closeness exhibits the highest correlation with land use densities, straightness the next and betweenness the last. This confirms that street centrality captures location advantage in a city and plays a crucial role in shaping the intraurban variation of land use intensity.

1. Introduction

The interrelatedness of transportation and settlement has been a constant theme of theoretical and empirical inquiries, both in intraurban and interurban settings. The focus of this paper is on their interdependence in an intraurban context. The classic economic model proposed by Mills (1972) and Muth (1969), often referred to as the monocentric model, assumes that all employment is concentrated in the city center. Intuitively, as everyone commutes to the city center for work, a household farther away from the center spends more on commuting and is compensated by living in a larger-lot house (also cheaper in terms of price per area unit). The resulting population density exhibits a declining pattern with distance from the city center. The monocentric model, with roots traced back to the famous “Chicago School” (Park et al., 1925), emphasizes the role of central business district (CBD) on the differentiation of citywide land use intensity. Since the 1970s, more and more researchers recognize the changing urban form from monocentricity to polycentricity (Ladd and Wheaton, 1991; Berry and Kim, 1993; Hoch and Waddell, 1993). In addition to the major center in the CBD, most large cities have secondary centers or subcenters, and thus are better characterized as polycentric cities. In a polycentric city, assumptions of whether residents need to access all centers or some of the centers lead to various population density functions (Heikkila et al., 1989; Wang, 2006, pp. 107–109).

The economic model is “simplification and abstraction that may prove too limiting and confining when it comes to understanding and modifying complex realities” (Casetti, 1993, p. 527), but highlights the important role of transportation costs in shaping urban structure. Urban planners and geographers tend to be more recognizing of the complexity of urban structure, and have developed some models to capture the relationship between urban transportation networks and land use patterns. Lowry (1964) and Garin (1966) developed a model that emphasizes the interactions between population and employment distributions. The interactions between employment and population decline with distances, which are defined by a transportation network. The model has the flexibility of simulating population and employment distribution patterns corresponding to a given road network. Wang (1998) used the model to examine how the population and employment density patterns respond to changes in transportation networks. However, the Garin–Lowry model relies on the economic base theory that divides employment into basic vs. nonbasic employment, and requires the basic employment pattern as an input. Division of economy (employment) into basic (those independent of local economy) and nonbasic (e.g., service) sectors is not straightforward and often infeasible in practice. Wang and Goldmann (1996) proposed a gravity-based model to simulate urban densities (in general, perhaps a combination of population and employment densities) given a road network. The model assumes that density at a location is proportional to its accessibility to all other locations in a city, measured as a gravity potential. It emphasizes that location determined by the road network is the force that shapes the variation of land use intensity. Like any gravity models, the Wang–Goldmann model needs a value for the distance friction coefficients, which is not conveniently available and requires additional data and model calibration to derive.
Most recently, urban planners have benefited from advances in network science (Barabási, 2002; Batty, 2005, 2008). A street network can be characterized by a well-defined geometric structure consisting of nodes (points) and segments (lines). Miller (1999) developed a space–time accessibility measure based on a transportation network. Borruso (2003, 2005, 2008) used a simple road network density index to approximate land use intensity and thus delineate urban areas. Downs and Horner (2007a,b) used network-based measures in characterizing linear point patterns and estimating home ranges. Okabe et al. (2006a,b) developed a toolbox for network-based spatial analysis. With analogies to space syntax, Porta et al. (2006) implemented several indices to measure street systems and their connectivity. These network-based measures capture location advantage of various places in a city in terms of connectivity between opportunities or activities. This family of indices, grouped as the multiple centrality assessment (MCA) model, is used to explain densities of commercial and service activities in a city (Porta et al., 2009). The MCA model defines centrality of a place not only as being central in terms of closeness (proximity) to other places but also being “intermediary, straight . . . and critical” to others. Therefore, the model is a more comprehensive assessment of location than the traditional gravity-based accessibility measures (Hansen, 1959), which were found to be good predictors of land development rate.

This paper will examine the relationship between street centrality measures and land use intensity. Street centrality is calculated in terms of a node’s closeness, betweenness and straightness on the road network. Land use intensity is measured by population and employment densities in census tracts, respectively and combined. The population (evening-time) density pattern reflects the variation of residential land use. Employment (daytime) density captures business-related land uses including industrial, commercial and others. Population and employment distributions are more general and comprehensive indicators of land use intensity than service and commercial activities used in Porta et al. (2009). Such data are available and publicly accessible for any US metropolitan areas through the Census Transportation Planning Package (CTPP), and thus permit empirical studies in any other major cities in the US. Two GIS-based methods are used to transform data sets of centrality (at network nodes) and densities (in tracts) to one unit for correlation analysis. The kernel density estimation (KDE) converts both measures to raster pixels, and the floating catchment area method computes average centrality values around census tracts. The study area for this research is Baton Rouge, Louisiana, with a total population of 430,770 and employment of 224,550 in 2000.

Major contributions made by this research may be summarized in three aspects:

1. The study supports the proposition that urban land use intensity, in terms of population and employment densities, is shaped by the street network instead of proximity to city center(s) as suggested by urban economic models.
2. Urban location is well captured by centrality metrics, some of which correlate with land use intensity better than others.
3. Either the kernel density estimation or the floating catchment area method enables the transformations of network centrality and land use intensity to the same data frame and permits the examination of their relationship.

2. Study area and data sources

Fig. 1 shows the study area, East Baton Rouge Parish of Louisiana and its surroundings (parish is a county unit in Louisiana). It comprises an area of 455.43 square miles including the City of Baton Rouge (i.e., the state capital) in the middle, a dozen satellite towns around it and surrounding unincorporated areas, with about 1809 miles of roadway. The Mississippi River separates the Parish from West Baton Rouge Parish on the west, and the Amite River runs between the Parish and the Livingston Parish on the east. Both rivers are the natural borders of the study area on the west and on the east. Unincorporated rural areas in the northwest and south serve as the buffer between the urbanized areas (occupying much of the central area) and neighboring parishes. Therefore, the area is fairly complete with minimal edge effects. Edge effects refer to instability or unreliability of conclusions drawn from a study area when bordering areas are included or excluded. Hereafter the study area is simply referred to as Baton Rouge.

The population and employment data were extracted from the Census Transportation Planning Package (CTPP) 2000 data sets. The CTPP data were downloaded from the Bureau of Transportation Statistics website (www.bts.gov). The CTPP data were compiled by local metropolitan planning agencies, in this case the Capital Region Planning Commission in Baton Rouge. Specifically, the 2000 CTPP Part 1 provides data similar to traditional census data by area of residence, and the 2000 CTPP Part 2 provides data by area of work (unique among all census products) such as the number of jobs (employment). We extracted the population data from the US Census Summary File 1 (SF1), and the employment data from the CTPP Part 2, both at the census tract level. The spatial GIS data of the study area (i.e., census tracts and road network) came from the Environmental Systems Research Institute web site at www.esri.com/data/download/census2000_tigerline/index.html.

3. Research methods

3.1. Data preparation

This study uses a primal approach for the road network representation. In contrast to the dual representation that disregards the metric nature of a street network, the primal approach represents intersections as nodes and road segments as links (or edges) with lengths that connect nodes (see Jiang and Claramunt, 2004). The original road network file for the study area had 14,935 nodes and 19,892 links. In order to simplify the network structure and minimize computation time, we used some editing tools EditTools 3.6 for ArcView 3.x from the ET SpatialTechniques (www.ian-ko.com) to form a road network consisting of nodes that are truly the starting and end points of a street segment and links between these nodes. The resulting network has 12,235 nodes and 17,219 links with attributes such as updated link IDs, lengths, two end nodes’ IDs and their corresponding coordinates.

As explained earlier, population and employment densities are used as proxies for land use intensity. The study area has 89 census tracts. The CTPP data were processed and integrated into one GIS layer containing population and employment information for the census tracts. In addition to population density and employment density per square kilometer separately, this study developed a combined density to integrate employment (daytime) and population (evening-time) densities together for an overall measure of land use intensity. Considering only a fraction of residents participate in the labor force, one resident is discounted by the citywide labor participation ratio (LPR) to be comparable to one job. In other words,

\[ \text{combined density} = \text{employment density} + \text{population density} \times \text{LPR} \]

where LPR in our study area is 0.5213 (i.e., ratio of total employment 224,550 vs. total population 430,770). Fig. 2a–c show the pop-
ulation, employment and combined densities in Baton Rouge, respectively.

Results from network computation are various centrality values associated with nodes whereas land use densities are by tracts. The two sets of data need to be transformed to one unit so that their relationship may be examined. This is accomplished by two GIS-based methods: the kernel density estimation (KDE) converts both measures to raster pixels, and the floating catchment area (FCA) method computes average centrality values within a fixed distance from each census tract.

3.2. Street centrality measures

Among various centrality measures (Porta et al., 2006), three are critical and chosen here to measure a location being close to all others, being the intermediary between others, and being accessible via a straight route to all others. Namely, they are closeness ($C^c$), betweenness ($C^b$) and straightness ($C^s$). Centrality-based metrics such as the connectivity metric and the control metric (Hillier and Hanson, 1984) and the PageRank-based metrics (Langville and Meyer, 2006; Jiang et al., 2008) do not consider link distance, and have limited value for transportation studies (Kuby et al., 2005, p. 39). Other centrality metrics are not considered in this paper: e.g., efficiency centrality is similar to straightness, and information centrality captures a node’s role in network resilience and is less central to the focus of this paper.

These centrality indices follow the tradition of space syntax in urban planning and design (Hillier and Hanson, 1984; Hillier, 1996) by utilizing a standard “primal” format for the street network representation without prior differentiation of nodal importance. More recent work uses the complex weighted networks to scale nodes according to their capacities, and thus more accurately depicts real-world transport systems (e.g., Barrat et al., 2004; Xu et al., 2006). However, the space syntax approach has its advantage mainly in avoiding the difficulty of modeling the endogeneity of node capacity. In other words, the relative importance of nodes is revealed in the centrality indices because of their locations on the network, and the centrality value at a node is not an input in computing the centrality values of other nodes. Access to all nodes is valued as each node represents an equal potential opportunity or activity.

Closeness centrality $C^c$ measures how close a node is to all the other nodes along the shortest paths of the network. $C^c$ for a node $i$ is defined as:
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Fig. 2. Population, employment and combined densities in Baton Rouge 2000.

\[
C^g_i = \frac{N - 1}{\sum_{j=1,j\neq i}^N d_{ij}}
\]

where \(N\) is the total number of nodes in the network, and \(d_{ij}\) is the
shortest distance between nodes \(i\) and \(j\). In other words, \(C^g\) is the in-
verse of average distance from this node to all other nodes. In es-
\[
C^b_i = \frac{1}{(N-1)(N-2)} \sum_{j=1,j\neq i}^N \sum_{k=1,k\neq j}^N \frac{n_{jk}(i)}{n_{jk}}
\]

where \(n_{jk}\) is the number of shortest paths between nodes \(j\) and \(k\),
and \(n_{jk}(i)\) is the number of these shortest paths that contain node
\(i\). \(C^b\) captures a special property for a place: it does not act as an or-
igin or a destination for trips, but as a pass-through point. \(C^b\) rep-
resents a node's volume of through traffic.

Straightness centrality \(C^s\) measures how much the shortest paths
from a node to all others deviate from the virtual straight lines
(Euclidean distances) connecting them. \(C^s\) is defined as:

\[
C^s_i = \frac{1}{N-1} \sum_{j=1,j\neq i}^N \frac{d_{ij}^{Eucl}}{d_{ij}}
\]

where \(d_{ij}^{Eucl}\) is the Euclidean distance between nodes \(i\) and \(j\). \(C^s\) me-
sures the extent to which a place can be reached directly, like on a
straight line, from all other places in a city. It is a quality that makes
it prominent in terms of “legibility” and “presence” (Conroy-Dalton,
2003).

The above three global centrality indices were calculated in a
C++ program, and the results were fed back into ArcGIS for map-
ning and other spatial analysis. Fig. 3a–c show the spatial distribu-
tions of closeness \(C^c\), betweenness \(C^b\) and global straightness \(C^s\). In
the maps, a centrality value for one link is computed as the average
of its two end nodes.

3.3. Using KDE to convert centrality and density values to one raster frame

As explained earlier, the kernel density estimation (KDE) meth-
od is used to transform both the street centrality and land use den-
sity values into a new framework (i.e., a raster system) so that the
relationship between them can be assessed at the same scale. Data
transformations from one scale or analysis unit to another utilize
spatial smoothing or spatial interpolation techniques. There are rich
choices for this task (Wang, 2006, pp. 37–47). While the choice of a
particular smoothing or interpolation technique should not signif-
ically affect the outcome of this research, this research uses the
KDE.

The KDE estimates the density within a range (window) of each
observation to represent the value at the center of the window.
Within the window, the KDE weighs nearby objects more than
far ones based on a kernel function (e.g., Fotheringham et al.,
Among various kernel functions (Bailey and Gatrell, 1995, pp.
83–108; Gatrell, 1994; Gatrell et al., 1996), popular choices include
the standard Gaussian (Levine, 2004, 2006; used in Cirmestat) and
quartic functions (Silverman, 1986, p. 76; used in ArcGIS).
Epanechnikov (1969) finds that the choice among the various ker-
el functions does not affect significantly the outcomes of the pro-
cess. The KDE generates a density of the events (discrete points) as
a continuous field (e.g., raster). By using the density (or average
attributes) of nearby objects to represent the property at the mid-
dle location, the KDE captures the very essence of location: it is not
the place itself but rather its surroundings that make it special and
explains its setting. Therefore, using the KDE here is not only con-
venient with a built-in tool available in ArcGIS but also a necessity
of accurately capturing the true intention of analyzing the relation-
ship between two neighborhood features.

A rectangular area \(R\) consisting of 214,368 grid cells (462 rows
by 464 columns) was formed for the study area. Each cell was a
100 m × 100 m square. Various methods are available for selecting
an appropriate bandwidth (e.g., Silverman, 1986; Sheather and
Jones, 1991; Scott, 1992; Cao et al., 1994). Considering the average
nearest distance between the census tract centroids of about
2200 m in the study area, we experimented with three search radii
or bandwidths (\(h = 1000\) m, 3000 m and 5000 m) for every variable.
of interest. The choice of a fixed rather than adaptive bandwidth as suggested by Brunsdon (1995) pertains to the purpose of the study: we are interested in understanding the relationship between the street network and land use intensity in a medium-size city. With three centrality measures (closeness, betweenness and straightness) and three densities (population, employment and combined), this led to a total 18 raster layers (Table 1).

For illustrative purposes, Fig. 4a–d show the KDE results of closeness \( C^c \), betweenness \( C^b \), straightness \( C^s \), and combined density using a bandwidth \( h = 1000 \, m \). The KDE results using different bandwidths (\( h = 3000 \, m \) and \( 5000 \, m \)) show very similar patterns but with a stronger smoothing effect. The patterns of population and employment densities are similar to that of the combined density and thus not shown.

3.4. Using FCA to compute average centrality values around census tracts

The KDE method converts both values of centrality and land use densities to a raster frame, and both sets of data in the raster are smoothed and thus secondary values. Analysis on the secondary data may be less intuitive. The floating catchment area method (FCA) can be used to compute average centrality values around each census tract's centroid and permits a direct analysis of relationships between densities in each tract and its location as measured by average centrality around it. Another alternative uses the FCA to compute average densities around each node and examines its relationship with the centrality values there. Considering a much larger sample of nodes than census tracts, it is more reliable to adopt the former. Furthermore, the first approach implies that land use intensity is affected by location in surrounding areas, not the other way around.

The FCA method is a common GIS operation used in various applications (e.g., Immergluck, 1998; Wang, 2000). A catchment area is defined as a circle with a fixed radius around a census tract centroid. Nodes falling inside the catchment are identified and their average centrality values are calculated. The circle with the same radius floats from one tract to another, and average centrality values are obtained for nodes within each circle. The process continues until all census tracts are covered. The FCA method can be easily implemented by utilizing the Point Distance Tool in ArcGIS (Wang, 2006, pp. 38–41). Like in the KDE method, this study experimented with various radii (\( h \)) such as 1000, 3000 and 5000 m. Fig. 5a–c show the average values of closeness, betweenness and straightness with a catchment of 1000 m.

4. Results

4.1. Statistical distributions of variables

Based on the KDE results, Fig. 6a–d show the statistical distributions of closeness centrality, betweenness centrality, straightness centrality and combined land use density, respectively. Again, as population, employment and combined densities are distributed similarly, only the pattern of combined density is shown (Fig. 6d). In each graph, the horizontal axis represents the variable of interest, and the vertical axis is the number of cells in the raster of KDE with the corresponding value. Both are in a logarithmic scale. The distribution of each variable generally conforms to the power law, consistent with previous studies (Goh et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2006; Porta et al., 2009). That is to say, the number of cells declines geometrically with the increasing value of a variable.

4.2. Spatial distributions of variables

In urban studies, there has been a long tradition of modeling the variation of population (and later employment) density with distance from the city center since Clark (1951). Our examination of spatial patterns with reference to the city center is by no means to endorse the monocentric model. As discussed earlier, polycentricity has increasingly been used to characterize urban structures. Its applicability goes beyond western cities (see Feng et al. (2009), for a recent example). Either monocentricity or polycentricity implies that location with reference to center(s) dictates the land use pattern. The very purpose of this research is to explain the land use density pattern by street network, which is not restricted to a monocentric structure but rather free from pre-selection of center(s). The reference to distance from the city center is more of an analytical way to describe the spatial variation of a particular variable, not a confirmation that the variable is dictated by its distance(s) from any center(s).

As commonly recognized in the study area, the city center is the Louisiana State Capitol Building, a landmark in the heart of Baton Rouge.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Raster layer</th>
<th>Bandwidth, ( h ) (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Land use density</td>
<td>1000 3000 5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population density</td>
<td>1000 3000 5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment density</td>
<td>1000 3000 5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined density</td>
<td>1000 3000 5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centrality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closeness</td>
<td>1000 3000 5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betweenness</td>
<td>1000 3000 5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Straightness</td>
<td>1000 3000 5000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Rouge. Among the four simple bivariate functions (linear, power, exponential and logarithmic) (Wang, 2006, p. 101), the exponential function best captures all three land use (population, employment and combined) densities, consistent with most of the literature (see Table 2). Note that the exponential function in the table is in its log transform.

Similarly, the four functions are used to model the spatial patterns of three centrality indices with increasing distance from the city center. The best fitting function for the closeness centrality index remains the exponential (see Table 2). Clearly, the closeness centrality exhibits a concentric pattern (also see Fig. 3a), captured by an exponential function with the highest $R^2$ (0.80), like any of
are more complex than concentric (also see Fig. 3b and c). Therefore, none of the bivariate functions generates a density function (a slightly steeper gradient over time, and conforms to a negative exponential function with the study area, employment has increasingly been decentralized from the city center in the Mills–Muth economic model. The assumption has a significant gap from empirical evidence. In other places) shaped by the road network. This is different from the central business district in the Mills–Muth economic model. The three land use densities. In other words, the commonly observed population density pattern (i.e., exponentially declining from the city center) is largely due to declining location advantage with distance from the city center (particularly accessibility to all other places) shaped by the road network. This is different from the reliance of monocentric assumption of a single job center in other places). The three graphs on the left (Fig. 7a–c) are based on the results from the kernel density estimation (KDE) results, where both sets of the centrality and combined density values are the KDE values around each node (using a bandwidth of 5000 m as an example). The three graphs on the right (Fig. 7d–f) are based on the results from the floating catchment area (FCA) results, where the centrality indices are average values within a catchment (also 5000 m here as an example) around each census tract and land use density values are the original ones in each tract. The correlations between them are visually evident; more so from the KDE results than the FCA ones.

Correlation analysis was used to further reveal the statistical relationship between centrality indices (x) and land use densities (y). In order to account for possible effect of each variable’s measurement scale, we used log-transforms on either x or y or both remain statistically significant for both indices. The best fitting function for betweenness is still the exponential one with a low \( R^2 = 0.02 \), and for straightness is the logarithmic one with a moderate \( R^2 = 0.27 \). That is to say, both the indices decline with distance from the city center in general, more so for straightness than for betweenness; but there are local pockets of higher values outside of the city center.

### 4.3. Correlation analysis

Fig. 7a–f show the relationships between centrality indices and land use densities (only combined density shown here as an example). The three graphs on the left (Fig. 7a–c) are based on the results from the kernel density estimation (KDE) results, where both sets of the centrality and combined density values are the KDE values around each node (using a bandwidth of 5000 m as an example). The three graphs on the right (Fig. 7d–f) are based on the results from the floating catchment area (FCA) results, where the centrality indices are average values within a catchment (also 5000 m here as an example) around each census tract and land use density values are the original ones in each tract. The correlations between them are visually evident; more so from the KDE results than the FCA ones.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population density</td>
<td>ln y = a + br</td>
<td>7.8614</td>
<td>-0.1180</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment density</td>
<td>ln y = a + br</td>
<td>7.2178</td>
<td>-0.1065</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined density</td>
<td>ln y = a + br</td>
<td>8.0440</td>
<td>-0.1414</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closeness</td>
<td>ln x = a + br</td>
<td>2.2201</td>
<td>-0.0321</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betweenness</td>
<td>ln x = a + br</td>
<td>5.6933</td>
<td>-0.0440</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Straightness</td>
<td>x = a * b ln r</td>
<td>85872</td>
<td>-2168.11</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The spatial patterns of betweenness and straightness indices are more complex than concentric (also see Fig. 3b and c). Therefore, none of the bivariate functions generates \( R^2 \) higher than 0.30. Nevertheless, the negative slopes in any regression models remain statistically significant for both indices. The best fitting function for betweenness is still the exponential one with a low \( R^2 = 0.02 \), and for straightness is the logarithmic one with a moderate \( R^2 = 0.27 \). That is to say, both the indices decline with distance from the city center in general, more so for straightness than for betweenness; but there are local pockets of higher values outside of the city center.

**Fig. 7.** Land use densities vs. centrality indices (KDE-based results on the left and FCA-based results on the right).
Correlation coefficients are higher. In Table 4, the effect of catchment bandwidth leads to a stronger smoothing effect, and thus the correlation coefficients based on the KDE results (as high as 0.92 between combined density and closeness with a 5-km bandwidth) are noticeably higher than those based on the FCA results (highest coefficient values generated between ln x and ln y).

Two important findings can be obtained from Tables 3 and 4. The first is the strong correlations between the centrality indices and land use densities in general. Secondly, among the three centrality indices, closeness exhibits the highest correlation with land use densities, straightness the next and betweenness the last. That is to say, the classic notion of location as being close to all places remains the strongest predictor for land use intensity in Baton Rouge. For a medium-size city like Baton Rouge, residents and businesses may value access to citywide opportunities, all reachable within a reasonable distance (time). For a large city with a wide territory, not all opportunities are relevant, and it is conceivable that local centrality indices (based on areas within a search radius of a node) may be better predictors of land use patterns than their global counterparts (based on all areas). A prior study in an Italian city reports that betweenness has a higher correlation with densities of retail and service activities (one of many land use types) than closeness (Porta et al., 2009).

As explained earlier, the KDE values were smoothed and thus secondary values of centrality and land use densities. In contrast, the FCA method was only applied to obtain average centrality values around each census tract, and thus only the centrality values in the correlation analysis were smoothed. Therefore, understandably the correlation coefficients based on the KDE results (as high as 0.92 between combined density and closeness with a 5-km bandwidth) are noticeably higher than those based on the FCA results (e.g., 0.84 as the highest between combined density and closeness with a 5-km catchment radius). In Table 3 on the KDE results, a larger bandwidth leads to a stronger smoothing effect, and thus the correlation coefficients are higher. In Table 4, the effect of catchment radius is less obvious. That is to say, land use densities are almost equally related to centralities within various ranges.

### Table 3
Correlation coefficients between KDEs of land use densities and centrality indices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bandwidth (m)</th>
<th>Population density</th>
<th>Employment density</th>
<th>Combined density</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>Closeness (C) 0.64</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Betweenness (B) 0.43</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Straightness (S) 0.62</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>Closeness (C) 0.91</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Betweenness (B) 0.81</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Straightness (S) 0.89</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>Closeness (C) 0.95</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Betweenness (B) 0.79</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Straightness (S) 0.92</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4
Correlation coefficients between land use densities and FCA-smoothed centrality indices (both in log-scales).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catchment radius (m)</th>
<th>Population density</th>
<th>Employment density</th>
<th>Combined density</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>Closeness (C) 0.78</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Betweenness (B) 0.47</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Straightness (S) 0.56</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>Closeness (C) 0.80</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Betweenness (B) 0.43</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Straightness (S) 0.42</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>Closeness (C) 0.81</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Betweenness (B) 0.42</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Straightness (S) 0.50</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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